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BSR outlined:
•

BSR a water basin where waterways created a region; favourable even for
land connections

•

an area of diversity; by its nature and by its inhabitants; their origin,
culture; languages, religions and history

•

for the Roman Empire the No-Rome; no towns, no states, only small
tribes and vernacular culture (heritage) of different kind and scale

•

state formation c. 1000 A, based upon control of water routes through
conquest and colonisation, Christianisation and urbanisation.

•

during the medieval time, and through the Reformation, genuine
characteristics of Northern high culture started to develop

•

the dramatic 20th century divided the region by an Iron Curtain for 50
years

Each current state shares traces of past empires, which
can be shared with other countries:
 The Danish Empire 1150-1220

 The Teutonic Order 1226-1410
 The Kalmar Union 1397-1521
 The Lithuanian-Polish Commonwealth 1386-1795

 The Swedish Empire 1560-1721
 Russia 1701-1917
 Brandenburg-Prussia-Germany 1660-1918

 Soviet Union 1922-1991

→ we manage “heritage of next door”

Regional character of cultural heritage; one example

Suomenlinna fortress

ONE EXAMPLE OF “HERITAGE OF NEIGHBORS”:
The Suomenlinna-Sveaborg-Viapori- fortress mirrors some aspects of regional
character of heritage on a scale of one site.
The fortress was built as a Swedish base for the archipelago navy in the 18th century
on inhabited rock islands in front of a tiny town of Helsingfors (Helsinki) with some
thousands of inhabitants.
During the 19th century, the site served the Russian Empire as a small closed Russian
garrison town guarding Helsinki, since 1812 the capital of the autonomous Grand
Principality of Finland.
After the Finnish independence in 1917, military forces and industries were located
on the islands.
Appreciation of the heritage values of the fortress focused for a long time solely on
the monuments dating from the Swedish era.
Today, the Swedish, Russian and Finnish layers of heritage are protected and
nominated as a World Heritage Site in the possession of the Finnish state. Original
documents of the fortress are situated in archives in Sweden, Russia and Finland.

POLITICAL REASON FOR REGIONAL COOPERATION ON
CULTURAL HERITAGE WHEN RECONNECTING THE REGION IN
1990ies:
• culture was seen as an uniting element
III Conference of Ministers of Culture of the Baltic Sea States 1997;
• “ cultural heritage is an essential part of the environment and an
important factor for economic and social development”

• stressed the importance of strengthening the common identity among
the Baltic Sea States
• cultural heritage cooperation could balance the development gaps of
management and generate common heritage approaches
The MG was appointed to identify, launch and coordinate the
regional activities

MG actors:
state agencies of cultural heritage (museums, cultural environment)
• implement national legislation on cultural heritage
management and international conventions and
recommendations, for instance by UNESCO or the Council of
Europe
• are in charge of policy making concerning national standards
(and measures) of documentation, value assessment,
collections, registers, conservation, promotion, valorization,
developing of management…
• collaborate with national stakeholders and the general public

▼
a comprehensive overview of national heritage policy,
resources and shortages, actors, programs, projects,
potential and threats as well as of global challenges;
overall target sustainable management of cultural
heritage.

MG I strategic approach 1999
SAFEGUARDING AND DEVELOPING THE COMMON CULTURAL HERITAGE IN THE
BALTIC SEA REGION
MG Final Report during the Swedish MG Chairmanship,
agreed upon in Gdansk 1999

“In identifying our common cultural heritage the basic questions have been;
“What unites us, what is common, what is characteristic for the Baltic Sea
region?” Thus the MG looked for the regional cultural patterns which are manifest
in landscapes, settlements, buildings, archaeological remains, ships, artefacts, and
traditions, whether material or spiritual.
In developing strategies for the future the MG asked which impetus could this
heritage bring into the future development and on the other hand which are the
main threats to it. “
→ A report and a proposal for a framework statement (http://mg.kpd.lt/reports)

MG strategy 1999:
Crosscutting perspectives:
· Awareness of our common heritage
· Heritage as a promoter for regional and local development
· Information systems
· Documentation
· Skills, education and training

Thematic areas:
· Underwater Heritage
· Coastal culture and maritime heritage
· Materials of the region
· Sustainable wooden urban areas
· Sustainable cultural tourism

As a resource for this future work the MG compiled information on:
· Legislation, policies and organisations
· Documentation
· Post-graduate and professional training and education

1999
Trends:
Cultural Heritage a topical factor in development
A widened concept demands interaction of tangible and intangible components
Heritage - an indispensable part of the sustainable society
Cultural Tourism a growing competitive market with great potential for a common
BS strategy
Information technology - a key vehicle
The coastal areas and the Baltic Sea itself - the core of a Baltic Sea identity

Opportunities:
· Heritage as a fundament for the Good Society in the future
· Holistic view of heritage and landscape as a prosperous strategy in planning
· Sustainable use of heritage and cultural landscape as a key issue for development
· Heritage as an active ingredient in employment policies
· Cultural tourism as a main Baltic Sea area strategy for tourism development
· Closer co-operation on national and international level as a tool for development
· Joint planning and networking in education, training and research as means to
increase and spread know-how and knowledge in an economically positive way

Identified challenges in 1999:
· Lack of awareness and knowledge
· Unequal and rapidly changing economies
· Infrastructure changes
· Vanishing crafts
· Pollution and neglect of traditional buildings
· Inadequate conditions for museum collections
· Ignorant use of modern materials
· Ignorant development of cultural tourism
· Illicit export and threats to movables
· Biased history resulting in negative attitudes to heritage

PROPOSED POSSIBLE ACTIONS 1999
The crosscutting perspective:

· Awareness of our common heritage
· Heritage as a promoter for regional and local development
· Information systems
· Documentation
· Skills, education and training
The thematic areas with regional patterns

· Underwater heritage (WG)
· Coastal culture and maritime heritage (WG)
· Materials of the region (WG)
· Sustainable wooden urban areas (Sustainable historic towns WG)
· Sustainable cultural tourism
Themes to be supported, discussed in existing international organisations:
· Illicit export and import; military heritage; industrial heritage, modern movement
architecture, research programmes; archives and libraries

BSR THEMATIC AREAS

BSR Working Group on underwater heritage (2000 -)
A documentary film about the 100-list of the most
valuable and important underwater sites in the Baltic
Sea States, 2010-2011, promotion of the COPUCH

Earlier activities
The Rutilus-project on protection of underwater sites, UWH
archaeological education and tourism strategies 2004-06.
A list of the 100 most valuable and important underwater sites
in the Baltic Sea was concluded as an appendix .
The Code of Good Practice for the Management of the
Underwater Cultural Heritage in the Baltic Sea Region
(COPUCH) as a regional agreement on underwater heritage
management, 2008 (together with the MG).

BSR Working Group on coastal culture and maritime heritage
(2000 -)
“List of 100 important historic ships
around the Baltic Sea”- criteria
The listed vessels are more than 50
years old, built or used
commercially in either Baltic or
North Sea region. The list promotes
the value and importance of
historic ships and raises awareness
and understanding of restoring and
maintaining historic vessels.

“Baltic herring”-project of common
traditions.
Earlier activities
3 poster exhibitions 2004-2010 “Baltic Lights – a
guarantee of safe passage”, “Baltic Harbours”,
“Baltic ships Contemporary Challenge”, all
financed by the NCM.

BSR Working Group on sustainable historic towns
2000-2012)
Project “Sustainable Historic Towns – Good for Climate!”
2011-2012, NCM financing
• Addresses the environmental
sustainability of urban heritage
resources, in response to demands
from the EU and national
commitments to reduce energy use
and carbon footprints.

Earlier activities
“Sustainable Historic Towns - Urban
Heritage as an Asset of Development”
-project 2003-05, Interreg III B finaced.
“Communicating Heritage in urban
development processes” –project
2006-2008, DIVE-Guidelines for
analyses of urban heritage in four
languages.

BSR Working Group
on building preservation and maintenance in practice (2000-2011)
The WG gathers databases and reference library on the
topics.

Earlier activities

Reports:
•Traditional building materials in the Baltic Sea
region (2003)
•BSR Workshop on plaster conservation (2003)
•Managing traditional buildings report (2001)

The BSR Network on Indoor Climate in Churches (2000-)
Cross-sector expert seminars with study-cases on site,
latest 25-26 April 2012 in Copenhagen

A venue for professional exchange, education
and training, reviewing national and international guidelines, as well as other
relevant reference material and research, assessing technical resources and
personal expertise within the network, pilot projects in order to establish best
practice. Two summer courses in Visby.

THE 20th c. HERITAGE (2014 -)
Sillamäe, Estoni

The House of Soviets,
Kaliningrad

Paimio Sanatorium,
Finland

MG way of working

A MG WAY OF WORKING
The MG meets twice a year á 2 days. These intensive meetings include
national reporting, an overview of topical regional issues, discussion of
current concerns and planning common initiatives. Between the meetings,
the MG Chair and MG Desk keeps fluent communication on urgent affairs.

BSR Cultural Heritage Forum –events were created as regional platforms
and raising awareness for regional concerns. The initiative was taken by
the Polish Maritime Museum and Norwegian Arts Council. The 1st Forum
took place in Gdansk 2003. The 5th Forum was arranged September 2013
in Tallinn. The 6th Forum will take place in Kiel 2016.
(Some initiatives illustrated in previous slide; the idea for the EEA project
”Stop heritage crime” between Norway and Poland was first brought up
during the MG meeting in Krakow in early 2008. Here one output of it, a
publication. BSR network on children and cultural heritage that is
gathered by the MG met in Fredrikstad, Norway 2011. The workshop on
digitisation was also arranged with the assistance of the MG and finance
of the NCM in 2009. It gathered experts to share experiences and best
practices. The arranger was the Norwegian Arts Council.)

MG chairmanships 1998• National Heritage Board of Sweden 1998-2003
Chair Christine von Arbin, Coordinator Birgitta Hoberg
• Landesamt für Denkmalpflege Mecklenburg-Vorpommern 2003-05
Chair Friedrich Lüth
• National Board of Antiquities, Finland 2006-08
Chair Helena Edgren, consulting Coordinator Marianne Lehtimäki (ML)
•

Department of Heritage Protection under the Ministry of Culture, Lithuania
2009-2011
Chair Alfredas Jomantas, consulting Coordinator ML

• Archäologisches Landesamt Schleswig-Holstein 2012 –June 2013
Chair Claus von Carnap-Bornheim, consulting Coordinator ML
• Since July 2013 MG TROIKA SYSTEM following the CBSS Presidencies:
- July 2013 – June 2014 Chair Tiina Mertanen, Finland, consulting Coordinator ML
- July 2014 – June 2015 Chair Kalev Uustalu, Estonia, consulting Coordinator ML

MG state analysis 2011:
what we have in common
EXTERNAL:

INTERNAL:

• heritage as central resource
for regional development

• to take well care of what we
have: common environmental
and social challenges; need of
support of management
expertise (of common type of
heritage)

• shared cultural influences +
social impacts and common
environmental circumstances
•

BSR common heritage

• several regional actors,
projects, financial programs
and political approaches
where cultural heritage
awareness needed

visibility, advocating
sustainable heritage
management on regional
level

•

to develop prudent
administration and management
practices

•

assisting in ”self-assessment”:
changing role of heritage in
societies and reorganisations of
state agencies

MG report 6 2011
TOPICAL CHALLENGES REGARDING PROTECTION OF CULTURAL
HERITAGE ARE SELDOM LIMITED TO NATIONAL BORDERS;
• current global trends of large-scale environmental changes
• global threats, like climate change, that severely affect
cultural heritage and impact its management

• enlarged concept of cultural heritage
• necessity to upgrade management of cultural heritage,
enhancement of accessibility and sustainable ways of
exploitation
• exchange experiences on strategic streamlining in the time
of frequent budget cuts and reorganisations

MG long-term goals for a regional cross-sector agenda 2011:

Regional cooperation on cultural heritage aims at the BSR where
...the genuine character and attractiveness of the region is maintained and
generated by careful identification, adoption and integration of heritage assets
into regional approaches at all stages, from political processes, within the
preparation of programmes, to the operation and decision-making;
...common approaches enhance the safeguarding of cultural heritage on a crosssector basis, with upgraded competence and efficiency as well as by sufficient
resources;

…measures for mitigating climate change and other unwanted environmental
changes are to be based on local circumstances, while taking into professional
consideration heritage knowledge, traditional building materials and the
historic urban fabric;
…the potential of cultural heritage is perceived as a common resource and an
important factor when constructing regional identity

Revising MG strategy and effectivity:
Pro BSR – project 2014-15:
3 working packages:

1) streamlining the MG role and practices with a view of the current
operative BSR environment
► Outcome a MG strategy 2015-20
2) analysing ways of integrated approaches for the management of
the BSR maritime heritage as a case study, since the marine
environment is the key sphere for regional collaboration.
► Outcome a BSR maritime heritage action plan connected to the MG
strategy
3) preparing a feasibility study for a EUBSRS flagship project based on
the above mentioned analyses, the mapped training needs and
operative processes for effective integrated management of
cultural heritage resources in the BSR.
► Outcome an application for a MG EUBSRS flagship project

